ESCAPE With Future
Heirlooms
The men and
fathers spoke…The
Escape listened. A new
men’s section welcomes
customers into The
Escape nowadays. Quality,
handmade gifts for the
special man/men in
your life are being
added continuously.
Men, even though
sometimes hard and rugged on
the outside often carry a softer,
nostalgic inner core. You only
need to ask him about that
special knife or watch that his
grandfather carried every day and which
he now treasures…or the old characterrich leather briefcase his dad used all his
life, to see that side of the man.
At The Escape there is a substantial
collection of manly gifts of the kind
that will outlast us all and become the
heirlooms passed on from generation
to generation with ever-increasing
sentimental effect.
Two lines are especially worth
mentioning because, not only will they
become heirlooms in future, but they
already now carry a lot of extensive history
with them.
Proudly American, Col. Littleton
of Tennessee designs and makes
leather products that uphold the timehonored traditions of our country such
as handmade craftsmanship, quality
workmanship and rich natural leather
prepared in old fashioned ways. His
products have a naturally nostalgic feel.
They could just as well have been made a
100 years ago and many are made in the
same way and with the same tools of that
time. The leather they use have character
from the start. “John Wayne kind of
leather”, he calls it, with scrapes, nicks
and barbed wire scratches – “leather that
shows some spirit”! Just like that lever

action rifle of yesteryear
that carries the stories of
many a successful hunt, so would
these leather products record stories of
a lifetime while growing in treasurable
character.
Going further back in time, Bill Wirtel
and family in New Mexico make knives
and other tools that carry with them
pieces of history and treasures of long
ago. Apart from exquisite gemstones
worked into handle inlays, they also
hand make handles from Ice Age Woolly
Mammoth Tusks and Teeth out of Siberia
(10,000 years old) and fossilized bones of
Brontosaurus dinosaurs out of Utah (150
million years old). Their workmanship is
outstanding and they stand firm behind
their products. Holding one of these
knives in hand, one cannot help but be in
awe about the rare opportunity to cradle
a piece of such old living history in your
palms.

Escape timelessly
with extraordinary
giving for him!
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